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(57) ABSTRACT 

Provided are a pulse signal generator for UWB radio tran 
Sception and a radio transceiver having the Same. The pulse 
Signal generator includes: an envelope generator generating 
a plurality of envelope Signals, a local oscillator array 
composed of a plurality of high frequency oscillators, each 
outputting two oscillation Signals having a phase difference 
from each other, a multiplier array receiving the envelope 
Signals and the oscillation signals and outputting Signals 
obtained by respectively multiplying the envelope Signals by 
the oscillation Signals, and an I channel adder and a Q 
channel adder outputting an I channel pulse Signal and a Q 
channel pulse signal by adding output Signals having the 
Same phase components among the Signals output from the 
multiplier array, respectively. 
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FIG. 3 (PRIOR ART) 
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PULSE SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR 
ULTRA-WIDEBAND RADIO TRANSCEPTION AND 

RADIO TRANSCEIVER HAVING THE SAME 

0001. This application claims the priority of Korean 
Patent Application Nos. 2003-97246, filed on Dec. 26, 2003 
and 2004-89721, filed on Nov. 5, 2004, in the Korean 
Intellectual Property Office, the disclosures of which are 
incorporated herein in their entirety by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to an ultra-wideband 
(UWB) radio device, and more particularly, to a pulse signal 
generator for UWB radio transception and a radio trans 
ceiver having the same. 
0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005 According to increasing necessity of radio trans 
mission performance and unique location awareneSS capa 
bility of ultra high speed multimedia data of hundreds Mbps 
through 1 Gbps classes, UWB radio technology is signifi 
cantly considered in radio communication, imaging, and 
Sensor fields. Basic structures of methods of carrier-free 
pulse radio devices using the UWB radio technology are 
already disclosed. Recently, according to permission of 
commercialization of the radio communication field, various 
methods of using the UWB radio technology for wireless 
personal area networks (WPANs) has been suggested. 
0006 The UWB radio technology can be largely classi 
fied into technology using a Single band and technology 
using a multi-band. In the technology using the Single band, 
there exist a carrier-free pulse-based method and a direct 
sequence code division multiple access (DS-CDMA) 
method using a constant carrier. In the technology using the 
multi-band, there exist a frequency hopping orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (FH-OFDM) method and a 
multi-band pulse method. 
0007 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional UWB 
transceiver to which the various radio technologies can be 
applied. 

0008 Referring to FIG. 1, the conventional UWB trans 
ceiver includes a radio controller-media acceSS controller 
(RC-MAC) 110, which is connected to a host or peripherals, 
an encoder/modulator 120 and a UWB pulse signal genera 
tor 130, of which a transmitter is composed, a switch/ 
duplexer 140, an antenna 150, a receiver front-end/correlator 
160 and a decoder/demodulator/synchronizer 170, of which 
a receiver is composed, and a clock/timing generator 180. 

0009 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a conventional UWB 
transceiver adopting the DS-CDMA method among conven 
tional UWB transceivers. 

0.010 Referring to FIG. 2, a transmission line, which 
receives Scrambled baseband bitstream data and generates 
an RF output, a forward error correction (FEC) encoder 202, 
a preamble prepender 204, a Symbol mapper 206, a code Set 
modulator 208, a radio resource controller (RRC)/low-pass 
filter (LPF) 210, and a multiplier 212. A reception line, 
which receives an RF input and generates demodulated 
bitstream data, includes a receiver front-end/correlator 216, 
a demodulator 218, a synchronizer/channel estimator 220, a 
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decision feedback equalizer (DFE) 222, a deinterleaver 224, 
and an FEC decoder 226. The conventional UWB trans 
ceiver includes a clock/timing generator 214, which pro 
vides clock signals and timing Signals to the transmission 
line and the reception line, besides the transmission line and 
the reception line. 
0011 FIG. 3 is a waveform diagram illustrating a UWB 
impulse signal generated by the UWB transceiver of FIG. 2. 
FIG. 4 is a power spectrum illustrating the UWB impulse 
signal of FIG. 3. 
0012 Referring to FIGS.3 and 4, the baseband bitstream 
data passed through the FEC encoder 202 and the preamble 
prepender 204 is converted to a spectrum-Spread chip signal 
301 by passing through the symbol mapper 206 and the code 
set modulator 208, the chip signal 301 is output as a pulse 
wavelet type output signal 302 by a pulse generator includ 
ing the RRC/LPF 210 and the multiplier 212. 
0013. In the UWB transceiver, a bandwidth and an out 
of-band Spurious level are determined according to a pulse 
wavelet type of the output signal 302. When UWB modules 
using the conventional DS-CDMA method, whose pulse 
widths are very narrow, are close within Several cm, a 
performance degradation effect due to interference can 
occur. The DS-CDMA method requires an equalizer (222 of 
FIG. 2), which can compensate for time delay spread due to 
multi-path fading and inter-Symbol interference due to the 
time delay spread. However, it is difficult to realize an 
equalizer when a data transmission rate is high over hun 
dreds Mbps. Due to this problem, in mobile communication 
for high speed multimedia communication, the OFDM 
method or a multi-carrier (MC)-CDMA method in which the 
OFDM method and the CDMA method is combined method 
is adopted rather than the DS-CDMA. In particular, the 
OFDM method or the MC-CDMA method shows excellent 
performance in a frequency Selective fading environment. 

0014) A structure of a waveform adaptive ultra-wideband 
transmitter is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,026,125. Since the 
waveform adaptive ultra-wideband transmitter includes an 
oscillator generating a constant carrier Signal and an enve 
lope generator called a low-level impulse generator, the 
Structure of the waveform adaptive ultra-wideband trans 
mitter is very similar to a structure of a transmitter according 
to the multi-band pulse method. Therefore, in the structure 
described above, a constant carrier is used, a bandwidth of 
a transmission wave can be optionally controlled according 
to filter characteristics of a waveform adapter, and frequency 
hopping is possible by changing a frequency of the oscillator 
generating the carrier. 
0015. However, a variable range of an output frequency 
of a general oscillator is not wide Such as can accommodate 
all the frequency range required by a high speed WPAN 
Standard, e.g., 3.1-10.6 GHZ, and phase noise increases in 
proportion to an increase of an oscillator frequency range. A 
phase modulation method having the highest spectrum effi 
ciency must be used for ultra high Speed transmission, and 
a center frequency of a UWB signal must be exactly 
designated for Signal restoration. To use the phase modula 
tion method and exactly designate the center frequency, a 
phase lock loop (PLL) must be used. However, the PLL 
requires a certain time called a lock time until a frequency 
is changed and Stable, and Since the lock time is commonly 
taken over Several micro Seconds, it is difficult to obtain very 
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fast (within Several nano Seconds) frequency hopping char 
acteristics required in the multi-band pulse method or the 
FH-OFDM method with the PLL. Furthermore, the PLL can 
generate only continuous wave signals not various type 
pulses. As the results, a UWB DS-CDMA method and the 
FH-OFDM method cannot be accommodated with one 
transceiver. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0016. The present invention provides a pulse signal gen 
erator for ultra-wideband (UWB) transception that enables 
generation of various type pulse Signals. 
0.017. The present invention also provides a transceiver 
including the pulse Signal generator. 
0.018. According to an aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a pulse Signal generator for ultra-wideband 
transception comprising: an envelope generator generating a 
plurality of envelope Signals, a local oscillator array com 
posed of a plurality of high frequency oscillators, each 
outputting two OScillation Signals having a phase difference 
from each other, a multiplier array receiving the envelope 
Signals and the oscillation signals and outputting Signals 
obtained by respectively multiplying the envelope Signals by 
the oscillation Signals, and an I channel adder and a Q 
channel adder outputting an I channel pulse Signal and a Q 
channel pulse signal by adding output Signals having the 
Same phase components among the Signals output from the 
multiplier array, respectively. 
0019. At least one of the envelope signals may include at 
least one envelope waveform having a predetermined pat 
tern in a predetermined time period. 
0020. The number of envelope signals may be the same 
as the number of bands to be used. 

0021. The local oscillator array may be composed of a 
PLL type frequency Synthesizer array including a plurality 
of Voltage control oscillators and frequency dividers. 
0022. The frequency synthesizer array may output at least 
two carriers having predetermined frequency Separation, and 
the frequency Separation between adjacent carriers may be 
over hundreds MHz. 

0023 The multiplier array may comprise a number of 
multipliers, which have identical electrical characteristics 
with each other. 

0024. The pulse signal generator may further comprise a 
first buffer and a second buffer transmitting both of the I 
channel pulse signal output from the I channel adder and the 
Q channel pulse signal output from the Q channel adder to 
a transmission line and a reception line, respectively. 
0.025 According to another aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided a pulse Signal generator comprising: 
a gating logic generating a signal for informing of a gen 
eration time of a pulse to be made in response to a delayed 
clock signal, an envelope generator generating a plurality of 
envelope Signals corresponding to the Signal output from the 
gating logic, a phase modulator receiving a baseband trans 
mission data Signal transmitted through a transmission line, 
the Signal output from the gating logic, and the envelope 
Signals generated by the envelope generator and outputting 
phase modulated envelope waveforms to correspond to logic 
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values of the baseband transmission data Signal; a local 
oscillator array composed of at least two oscillators output 
ting oscillation signals of trigonometric function waves 
having predetermined frequencies, a multiplier array receiv 
ing the envelope waveforms output from the phase modu 
lator and the oscillation Signals output from the local oscil 
lator array; and an I channel adder and a Q channel adder 
outputting an I channel pulse signal and a Q channel pulse 
Signal by adding output signals having the same phase 
components among the Signals output from the multiplier 
array, respectively. 
0026. According to another aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided an ultra-wideband (UWB) transceiver 
comprising: a clock generator generating a clock signal; a 
variable time delayer receiving the clock signal output from 
the clock generator and outputting time-delayed signals 
delayed by integer times a predetermined time; an envelope 
generator generating a plurality of envelope Signals repeat 
ing in a predetermined time period according to the time 
delayed signals output from the variable time delayer; a 
local oscillator array composed of a plurality of high fre 
quency oscillators, each outputting two oscillation signals 
having a 90° phase difference from each other; a multiplier 
array receiving the envelope Signals and the oscillation 
Signals and outputting Signals obtained by respectively mul 
tiplying the envelope Signals by the oscillation signals, an I 
channel adder and a Q channel adder outputting an I channel 
pulse signal and a Q channel pulse signal by adding output 
Signals having the same phase components among the 
Signals output from the multiplier array, respectively; an I 
channel transmission mixer and a Q channel transmission 
mixer mixing a baseband transmission data Signal and the 
pulse Signals output from the I channel adder and Q channel 
adder, respectively; and an I channel quadrature mixer and 
a Q channel quadrature mixer receiving a reception signal 
received via an antenna and the pulse Signals output from the 
I channel adder and Q channel adder, respectively, and 
outputting baseband Signals. 
0027. The UWB transceiver may further comprise: a 
decoder decoding baseband data Stream data, a modulator 
modulating the Signal out from the decoder; and a baseband 
analog converting the Signals out from the modulator to a 
baseband analog signal and transmitting the converted base 
band analog signals to the I channel transmission mixer and 
the Q channel transmission mixer. 

0028. The baseband analog may comprise: a digital-to 
analog converter (DAC) converting the signals out from the 
modulator to Signals having an analog pattern; a low pass 
filter (LPF) outputting signals obtained by filtering signals 
having predetermined bands from the Signals output from 
the DAC, and an amplifier amplifying levels of the Signals 
output from the LPF up to a predetermined level and 
outputting the amplified signals. 

0029. The UWB transceiver may further comprise a 
receiver baseband analog generating digital reception Sig 
nals by processing the Signals output from the I channel 
quadrature mixer and the Q channel quadrature mixer. 
0030 The receiver baseband analog may comprise: a 
LPF outputting Signals obtained by filtering Signals having 
predetermined bands from the Signals output from the I 
channel quadrature mixer and the Q channel quadrature 
mixer, an amplifier amplifying levels of the Signals output 
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from the LPF up to a predetermined level and outputting the 
amplified Signals, an integrator accumulating the Signals 
output from the amplifier for a time interval determined by 
a reset signal; and an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) 
converting the Signal output from the integrator to a digital 
Signal and outputting the converted digital signal. 
0031. According to another aspect of the present inven 
tion, there is provided an ultra-wideband (UWB) transceiver 
comprising: a clock generator generating a clock signal; a 
variable time delayer receiving the clock signal output from 
the clock generator and outputting time-delayed signals 
delayed by integer times a predetermined time; a gating 
logic generating Signals for informing of generation times of 
pulses to be made in response to the time-delayed signals 
output from the variable time delayer; an envelope generator 
generating a plurality of envelope Signals corresponding to 
the Signals generated by the gating logic, a phase modulator 
receiving a baseband transmission data Signal, the Signals 
output from the gating logic, and the envelope Signals 
generated by the envelope generator and outputting phase 
modulated envelope waveforms to correspond to logic val 
ues of the baseband transmission data Signal; a local oscil 
lator array composed of at least two oscillators outputting 
oscillation signals of Sinusoidal waves having predeter 
mined frequencies, a multiplier array receiving the envelope 
waveforms output from the phase modulator and the oscil 
lation Signals output from the local oscillator array; an I 
channel adder and a Q channel adder outputting an I channel 
pulse signal and a Q channel pulse signal by adding Output 
Signals having the Same phase components among the 
Signals output from the multiplier array, respectively; a 
transmission line encoding and modulating the baseband 
transmission data Signal and transmitting the encoded and 
modulated baseband transmission data Signal to the phase 
modulator, and an I channel quadrature mixer and a Q 
channel quadrature mixer receiving a reception Signal 
received via an antenna and the pulse signals output from the 
I channel adder and Q channel adder, respectively, and 
outputting baseband Signals. 
0.032 The variable time delayer may comprise: a phase 
lag loop outputting a plurality of Signals delayed by integer 
times the clock signal output from the clock generator; and 
a clock multiplexer Selecting Some of the Signals output 
from the phase lag loop. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0033. The above and other features and advantages of the 
present invention will become more apparent by describing 
in detail exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to 
the attached drawings in which: 
0034 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a conventional UWB 
transceiver; 
0035 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a conventional UWB 
transceiver adopting a DS-CDMA method; 
0036 FIG. 3 is a waveform diagram illustrating a UWB 
impulse signal generated by the UWB transceiver of FIG. 2; 
0037 FIG. 4 illustrates a power spectrum of the UWB 
impulse signal of FIG. 3; 
0.038 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a pulse signal gen 
erator and a UWB transceiver including the pulse signal 
generator according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
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0039 FIG. 6 is an embodiment of a multiplier array 
included in the pulse signal generator of FIG. 5; 

0040 FIG. 7 is a waveform diagram illustrating signal 
waveforms generated inside the pulse signal generator of 
FIG. 5; 

0041 FIG. 8 illustrates a power spectrum of an output 
Signal among the Signals illustrated in FIG. 7; 

0042 FIG. 9 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 
baseband analog included in the UWB transceiver of FIG. 
5; 

0043 FIG. 10 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 
receiver baseband analog/mixer included in the UWB trans 
ceiver of FIG. 5; 

0044 FIG. 11 is a waveform diagram illustrating signal 
waveforms in a reception line of the UWB transceiver of 
FIG. 5; 

004.5 FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a pulse signal 
generator and a UWB transceiver including a pulse signal 
generator according to another embodiment of the present 
invention; 

0046 FIG. 13 is a circuit diagram an embodiment of a 
phase modulator circuit of the pulse signal generator of FIG. 
12; 

0047 FIG. 14 is a waveform diagram illustrating signal 
waveforms input to the phase modulator circuit of FIG. 13; 
0048 FIG. 15 illustrates a power spectrum of a phase 
modulated pulse signal illustrated in FIG. 14; and 
0049 FIG. 16 is a block diagram illustrating an appli 
cation of a UWB transceiver according to another embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0050 Hereinafter, the present invention will now be 
described more fully with reference to the accompanying 
drawings, in which embodiments of the invention are 
shown. 

0051 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a pulse signal gen 
erator 570 and a UWB transceiver including the pulse signal 
generator according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. FIG. 6 is an embodiment of a multiplier array included 
in the pulse signal generator 570 of FIG. 5. FIG. 7 is a 
waveform diagram illustrating Signal waveforms generated 
inside the pulse signal generator 570 of FIG. 5. FIG. 8 
illustrates a power Spectrum of an output Signal among the 
signals illustrated in FIG. 7. 
0.052 Referring to FIG. 5, the pulse signal generator 570 
includes an envelope generator 571, which generates at least 
one waveforms having a predetermined pattern in a prede 
termined time period, a local oscillator array 572, which 
includes a plurality of oscillators and generates oscillation 
Signals having independent frequencies, a multiplier array 
573, which outputs signals obtained by multiplying the 
waveforms generated by the envelope generator 571 by the 
oscillation signals generated by the local oscillator array 
572. 
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0053. In detail, the envelope generator 571 generates a 
plurality of envelope Signals, e.g., m envelope Signals, and 
each envelope Signal can include a plurality of waveforms 
having a relatively wide pulse width of 1 ns. The number of 
envelope Signals output from the envelope generator 571 is 
the same as the number of using bands. For example, when 
3 frequency bands are used, the envelope generator 571 
generates three envelope signals E, E, and E, as shown 
in FIG. 7. Each of the envelope signals E, E, and E, can 
have an envelope waveform having a predetermined time 
period Ts and a predetermined width T. The time period Ts 
indicates one chip signal in a multi-band pulse mode, a time 
period of one symbol in an OFDM mode, or a repeating 
period of a frequency hopping Sequence, and the width T. 
indicates a duration time of the chip Signal or the Symbol. 
The envelope waveform can be determined in various pat 
terns, Such as a Square wave, according to required patterns 
of a transmission spectrum. However, in order to reduce 
Spurious emission to adjacent Side-bands, it is preferable that 
a trigonometric function wave, e.g., a rectified cosine wave, 
or a Gaussian wave is used as the envelope waveform. An 
example of the envelope waveform is represented by Equa 
tion 1. 

Enk(t)=X Enko( - iTs) Equation 1 

0054) Here, E(t) denotes a basic envelope waveform in 
one time period of an envelope signal repeating with the 
predetermined time period Ts in a time domain. 
0055. In the envelope generator 571 generating m enve 
lope Signals, all of the envelope Signals do not have to have 
the envelope waveform. That is, when the transceiver uses 
a single band DS-CDMA method, only one carrier fre 
quency is required. Accordingly, only one envelope Signal 
needs to have the envelope waveform, and the remaining 
envelope Signals do not have to have the envelope wave 
form. Therefore, magnitudes of the remaining envelope 
Signals having no envelope waveform are 0 in an entire time 
domain. When the transceiver uses a multi-band FH-OFDM 
method or a multi-band pulse method, envelope Signals 
corresponding to the number of frequency bands have the 
envelope waveforms, and various pulse signals can be 
generated according to time periods and patterns of the 
envelope waveforms. 

0056. The local oscillator array 572 generates carrier 
frequency Signals fo, . . . , for of Subbands used in the 
multi-band method. One carrier frequency signal f of the 
carrier frequency Signals fo, . . . , for is shown in FIG. 
7 as an example. Each of oscillators 572-1, 572-2, 572-3, 
generating the carrier frequency signals fo, . . . , for 
generates an I signal and a Q signal, each having a 90° phase 
difference from each other. In order to generate I Signals and 
Q signals having 90 phase differences from each other, the 
local oscillator array 572 can be configured with a structure 
in which a plurality of voltage control oscillators 572-1, 
572-2, 572-3, . . . are simply arrayed or a structure of a 
frequency Synthesizer array, in which each Voltage control 
oscillator is connected to a PLL, that enables a more stable 
and correct control. In the Structure in which each oscillator 
is connected to a PLL, the PLL includes a frequency divider, 
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a phase-frequency detector (PFD), a charge pump, and a 
loop filter. Accordingly, the PLL can output very constant 
and Stable frequency signals according to a reference Signal 
generated by a clock/timing generator 590 existing outside 
the pulse signal generator 570. 
0057 The multiplier array 573 inputs a plurality of 
envelope signals E. E. E. . . . , E, generated by the 
envelope generator 571 and Simultaneously inputs a plural 
ity of carrier frequency signals fol, ..., for generated by 
the local oscillator array 572. The input envelope signals E, 
E, E, , . . . , E, are multiplied by the input carrier 
frequency signals fo, . . . , fo, respectively, in the 
multiplier array 573, and the multiplying results are output. 
The I channel multipliers 573-1i, 573-2i, 573-3i, ... and Q 
channel multipliers 573-19, 573-24, 573-3q, . . . process I 
local oscillation signals and Q local oscillation Signals, 
which have 90 phase differences from each other, respec 
tively. Therefore, the number of multipliers is two times the 
number of Subbands used in the multi-band method. Each of 
the multipliers can be, for example, an analog mixer Such as 
a Gilbert mixer. 

0058) The envelope signals E. E., E. . . . , E, 
generated by the envelope generator 571 are simultaneously 
input to the I channel multipliers 573-1i, 573-2i, 573-3i, .. 
... and Q channel multipliers 573-19, 573-2q, 573-34, ..., 
respectively. That is, a first envelope signal E, is input to a 
first I channel multiplier 573-1i and a first Q channel 
multiplier 573-1q. Likewise, a second envelope signal E, is 
input to a second I channel multiplier 573-2i and a second 
Q channel multiplier 573-24, and the remaining envelope 
signals E,..., E also are input in the same way. I channel 
frequency signals foli, foot, fosi, . . . generated by the 
local oscillator array 572 are input to the I channel multi 
pliers 573-1i, 573-2i, 573-3i, . . . , respectively, and Q 
channel frequency signals fo, ?o foss, ... generated 
by the local oscillator array 572 are input to the Q channel 
multipliers 573-19, 573-2q, 573-34, ..., respectively. That 
is, a first I channel frequency Signal f is input to the first 
I channel multiplier 573-1i, and a first Q channel frequency 
signal for is input to the first Q channel multiplier 573-14. 
Likewise, a Second I channel frequency Signal foi is input 
to the second I channel multiplier 573-2i, and a second Q 
channel frequency signal for is input to the Second Q 
channel multiplier 573-24. 
0059) Therefore, the first I channel multiplier 573-1i 
inputs the first envelope signal E, from the envelope gen 
erator 571 and the first I channel frequency Signal f from 
the local oscillator array 572 and generates a first I channel 
pulse signal P. The first Q channel multipliers 573-19 
inputs the first envelope signal E, from the envelope gen 
erator 571 and the first Q channel frequency signal for 
from the local oscillator array 572 and generates a first Q 
channel pulse signal P. Likewise, the second I channel 
multiplier 573-2i inputs the second envelope signal E, from 
the envelope generator 571 and the second I channel fre 
quency Signal for from the local oscillator array 572 and 
generates a Second I channel pulse Signal Pi, and the Second 
Q channel multipliers 573-24 inputs the second envelope 
signal E, from the envelope generator 571 and the second Q 
channel frequency signal for from the local oscillator 
array 572 and generates a second Q channel pulse signal P. 
0060. The generated I channel pulse signals Pi, P., Psi, 

. . . are input to an I channel adder 574, and the generated 
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Q channel pulse signals P1, P2, P3, . . . are input to a Q 
channel adder 575. The I channel adder 574 generates an I 
channel reference pulse signal Ref I by adding all of the 
input I channel pulse signals Pi, P., P., . . . , and the Q 
channel adder 575 generates a Q channel reference pulse 
Signal Ref Q by adding all of the input Q channel pulse 
signals P1, P2, P3, . . . . The I channel reference pulse 
Signal Ref I is shown in FIG. 7 as an example. According 
to the I channel reference pulse signal Ref I shown in FIG. 
7, three frequency Signals having independent frequencies 
correspond to three envelope waveforms existing at different 
locations, respectively. That is, as shown in FIG. 8, there is 
generated the I channel reference pulse signal Ref I includ 
ing: a first frequency Signal, i.e., an around 3.2-3.7GHZ 
frequency Signal, appearing during timing throughout an 
envelope waveform of the first envelope signal E, exists; a 
Second frequency Signal, i.e., an around 4.2–4.7 GHZ, fre 
quency signal, appearing during timing throughout an enve 
lope waveform of the second envelope signal E, exists; and 
a third frequency Signal, i.e., an around 3.7-4.2 GHz fre 
quency signal, appearing during timing throughout an enve 
lope waveform of the third envelope signal E., exists. Since 
the same way is applied to the Q channel reference pulse 
Signal Ref Q, overlapped description is omitted. 
0061 The generated I channel reference pulse signal 
Ref I and Q channel reference pulse signal Ref Q are 
transmitted to both of a transmission line and a reception line 
via a first buffer 576 and a second buffer 577. The first buffer 
576 and the second buffer 577 prevent signals of the 
transmission line from leaking to the reception line without 
going to an antenna 562, i.e., Spurious components. In 
particular, the first buffer 576 for transmission amplifies the 
I channel reference pulse signal Ref I output from the I 
channel adder 574 and the Q channel reference pulse signal 
Ref Q output from the Q channel adder 575 to a proper 
power level to be processed by transmission mixers 541 and 
542 in the transmission or maintains magnitudes of forward 
Signals. The first buffer 576 also Suppresses Signal leakage 
from the transmission line to the reception line by main 
taining a backward gain very low. 

0062) The I channel reference pulse signal Ref I and Q 
channel reference pulse signal Ref Q processed as described 
above are denoted by Equation 2 and Equation 3, respec 
tively. 

Ref I= X. (En: (i) flot, (t)) Equation 2 
k 

Ref Q = X(En: (); floo, ()) Equation 3 
k 

0.063. The UWB transceiver including the pulse signal 
generator will now be described in detail. 

0064. The transmitter is configured with a structure in 
which an encoder 510, a modulator 520, a baseband analog 
530, the mixers 541 and 542, and a transmitter front-end 550 
are sequentially deployed. The transmitter front-end 550 is 
connected to the antenna 562 via a Switch/filter 560. The 
reception line is configured by including a receiver front-end 
600, first and second quadrature mixers 611 and 612, a 
receiver baseband analog/mixer 620, a demodulator 630, a 
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channel estimator/synchronizer 640, and a decoder 650. 
Besides, the UWB transceiver further includes a variable 
time delayer 580 and a clock/timing generator 590. 

0065 Signal processing procedures in the transmitter will 
now be described in detail. Scrambled baseband bitstream 
data is encoded by the encoder 510. The encoded signal is 
modulated by the modulator 520 and output as digital 
signals Tx DI and Tx DQ divided into an I channel and a 
Q channel. The digital signals Tx DI and Tx DQ divided 
into the I channel and the Q channel are input to the 
baseband analog 530. The baseband analog 530 outputs 
baseband data signals BB I and BBQ by processing the 
input digital signals TX. DI and Tx DQ. 

0066 An example configuration of the baseband analog 
530 is shown in FIG. 9. Referring to FIG. 9, the baseband 
analog 530 can be configured by Sequentially deploying 
DACs 531i and 531q, LPFs 532i and 532q, and amplifiers 
533i and 533.q. That is the digital signalsTx DI and Tx DQ 
divided into an I channel and a Q channel by the modulator 
520 are converted to baseband analog signals by the DACs 
531i and 531q for the I channel and the Q channel, respec 
tively, Spurious signals and harmonic components of the 
baseband analog signals are filtered by the LPFs 532i and 
532d, and output Signal levels are maintained to a predeter 
mined level by the amplifiers 533i and 533q. A variable gain 
amplifier can be used as the amplifiers 533i and 533g. The 
I channel baseband data signal BB I of the baseband data 
signals BB I and BBQ output from the baseband analog 
530 is shown in FIG. 7 as an example. As shown in FIG. 7, 
transition timing of the I channel baseband data signal BB I 
is actually matched to transition timing of the I channel 
reference pulse signal Ref I. 

0067. The baseband data signals BB I and BBQ output 
from the baseband analog 530 are input to the transmission 
mixers 541 and 542, respectively. That is, the I channel 
baseband data signal BB I is input to the I channel mixer 
541, and the Q channel baseband data signal BBQ is input 
to the Q channel mixer 542. The I channel reference pulse 
Signal Ref I generated by the pulse signal generator 570 is 
also input to the I channel transmission mixer 541. Likewise, 
the Q channel reference pulse signal Ref Q generated by the 
pulse signal generator 570 is also input to the Q channel 
transmission mixer 542. The I channel transmission mixer 
541 outputs a Signal obtained by multiplying the input I 
channel baseband data Signal BB I by the input I channel 
reference pulse signal Ref I to the transmitter front-end 550. 
The Q channel transmission mixer 542 outputs a signal 
obtained by multiplying the input Q channel baseband data 
Signal BB Q by the input Q channel reference pulse signal 
Ref Q to the transmitter front-end 550. The transmitter 
front-end 550 transmits the signals output from the trans 
mission mixers 541 and 542 to the antenna 562 via the 
Switch/filter 560. 

0068. In the procedures described above, the clock/tim 
ing generator 590 generates a clock Signal and outputs the 
clock signal to the encoder 510 and modulator 520 in the 
transmission line and the channel estimator/synchronizer 
640 and decoder 650 in the reception line. The encoder 510 
and modulator 520 in the transmission line and the channel 
estimator/synchronizer 640 and decoder 650 in the reception 
line operate by Synchronized with the input clock signal. 
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Besides, the clock/timing generator 590 outputs a binary 
Signal having a predetermined time period to the variable 
time delayer 580. 
0069. The variable time delayer 580 generates a wave 
form obtained by delaying the binary Signal input by a 
command of a radio controller (not shown) by a predeter 
mined time and outputs the generated waveform to the 
envelope generator 571 included in the pulse signal genera 
tor 570. Commonly, synchronization is not achieved in an 
initial receiver Status, and accordingly, a Sync acquisition 
mode must be performed in a Subsequent procedure. To 
acquire the Sync, it must be delayed that the I channel 
reference pulse signal Ref I and the Q channel reference 
pulse signal Ref Q are input to the first and Second quadra 
ture mixers 611 and 612 until a maximum correlation value 
is obtained. That is, beginning times of two input Signals in 
a time domain, i.e., a received UWB signal and each of the 
reference pulse signals Ref I and Ref Q generated by the 
pulse signal generator 570, must be matched. To match the 
beginning times, the reference pulse signals Ref I and 
Ref Q generated by the pulse signal generator 570 are 
necessarily delayed to match with the received UWB signal 
including a path delay effect and a circuit delay effect. The 
variable time delayer 580 performs the time delay function. 
The variable time delayer 580 can be realized using a delay 
locked loop (DLL), which is little affected by fluctuation of 
a voltage Source or chip internal Switching noise and pro 
vides an exact time delay value, and a clock multiplexer, 
which selects Some of signals output from the DLL. 
0070 Signal processing procedures in the reception line 
will now be described in detail. The receiver front-end 600 
is activated when the UWB transceiver is in a reception 
Status and includes a low noise amplifier amplifying a 
received signal and again controller controlling again of the 
low noise amplifier. Therefore, a signal received via the 
antenna 562 is input to the first and Second quadrature 
mixers 611 and 612 via the Switch/filter 560 and the receiver 
front-end 600. An I channel signal of the signal output from 
the receiver front-end 600 is input to the first quadrature 
mixer 611, and a Q channel Signal of the Signal output from 
the receiver front-end 600 is input to the second quadrature 
mixer 612. Besides the I channel signal input from the 
receiver front-end 600, the I channel reference pulse signal 
Ref I generated by the pulse signal generator 570 is also 
input to the first quadrature mixer 611. Also, besides the Q 
channel signal input from the receiver front-end 600, the Q 
channel reference pulse signal Ref Q generated by the pulse 
Signal generator 570 is input to the Second quadrature mixer 
612. The first quadrature mixer 611 generates an I channel 
reception signal Rx I by multiplying the input I channel 
Signal by the input I channel reference pulse signal Ref I, 
and the Second quadrature mixer 612 generates a Q channel 
reception signal RX O by multiplying the input Q channel 
Signal by the input Q channel reference pulse signal Ref Q. 
The generated I channel reception signal Rx I and a Q 
channel reception signal RX O are converted to an I channel 
digital reception signal RX. DI and a Q channel digital 
reception signal RX DQ by the receiver baseband analog/ 
mixer 620, respectively. 
0071 An example of a configuration of the receiver 
baseband analog/mixer 620 is shown in FIG. 10. Referring 
to FIG. 10, the receiver baseband analog/mixer 620 can be 
configured by sequentially deploying LPFS 621i and 621q, 
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amplifiers 622i and 622q, integrators 623i and 623q, ADCs 
624i and 624q. That is, high frequency components of the I 
channel reception signal RX I Q channel reception signal 
RX Q generated by the first quadrature mixer 611 and 
second quadrature mixer 612 are removed by the LPFS 621i 
and 621q, respectively. Amplitudes of the Signals output 
from the LPFS 621i and 621q are amplified or diminished to 
a predetermined level by the amplifiers 622i and 622g, 
respectively. The Signals output from the amplifiers 622i and 
622q are integrated during a predetermined duration and 
processed by the integratorS 623i and 623q, respectively. 
The signals output from the integrators 623i and 623q are 
converted to digital Signals and output as an I channel digital 
reception signal RX. DI and a Q channel digital reception 
signal RX DQ by the ADCs 624i and 624q, respectively. 
When the integrators 623i and 623q integrate input signals, 
an integrating duration is determined by a reset Signal. The 
analog-to-digital conversion performed by the ADCs 624i 
and 624q is performed by being Synchronized with an 
analog-to-digital Sampling clock. 

0072 FIG. 11 is a waveform diagram illustrating signal 
waveforms in the reception line of the UWB transceiver of 
FIG. 5. In FIG. 11, a case where the UWB transceiver 
operates in the multi-band pulse mode in which only two 
bands are used is illustrated as an example, and the same 
description is also applied to cases where more than three 
bands are used. 

0073 Referring to FIG. 11, in a tracking mode of restor 
ing data after Synchronization is finished, a received signal 
RS1 obtained by passing through the antenna 562, the 
Switch/filter 560, and the receiver front-end 600 has alter 
native frequency waveforms fo and f. Widths of the 
frequency Waveforms foo and fo are, for example, 3.8 ns, 
and each interval between the frequency waveforms fo 
and f is, for example, 7.6 ns. When the received signal 
RS1 passes through the quadrature mixers 611 and 612 and 
the LPFS 621i and 621q, a baseband signal RS2 is generated 
by removing a carrier Signal from the received signal RS1. 
The baseband signal RS2 is input to the integrators 623i and 
623q, and a signal RS3 output from the integrators 623i and 
623q maintains a constant value when pulses of the base 
band Signal RS2 do not exist and becomes 0 by reset Signals 
T., T., T input just before next pulses are input. The 
signal RS3 output from the integrators 623i and 623q is 
converted to a digital signal by the ADCs 624i and 624q. At 
this time, the analog-to-digital Sampling clock is controlled 
to be input to the ADCs 624i and 624q just before the reset 
Signals T1, T2, Ta are input to the integrators 623i and 
623.q. The I channel digital reception signal RX. DI and the 
Q channel digital reception signal RX DQ generated by the 
procedures described above are demodulated by the 
demodulator 630 and decoded by the decoder 650, and then 
demodulated bitstream data is generated. 
0074 FIG. 12 is a block diagram of a pulse signal 
generator and a UWB transceiver including a pulse signal 
generator 770 according to another embodiment of the 
present invention. In FIG. 12, the same reference numbers 
with FIG. 5 denote the same elements. 

0075 Referring to FIG. 12, the pulse signal generator 
770 is different from the pulse signal generator 570 
described with reference to FIG. 5 in terms of a modulation 
function performed inside. In detail, the pulse signal gen 
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erator 770 includes a consecutive envelope generator 771, a 
gating logic 772, an I channel phase modulator 773, a Q 
channel phase modulator 774, a quadrature frequency Syn 
thesizer 775, a multiplier array 776, an I channel adder 777i, 
a Q channel adder 777q, an I channel buffer 778i, and a Q 
channel buffer 778q. 
0.076 The consecutive envelope generator 771 generates 
a periodic and consecutive envelope Signal. For example, the 
consecutive envelope generator 771 generates a trigonomet 
ric function having relatively long time period of more than 
Several nano Seconds, particularly a cosine wave COS, as 
shown in FIG. 14. The gating logic 772 receives binary 
Signals delayed by predetermined times by the variable time 
delayer 580 and selects a specific binary signal of the binary 
Signals and outputs the Selected binary Signal. The gating 
logic 772 determines a band, which must be selected at a 
certain time, and on-off times of pulses in the multi-band 
pulse method and determines only the on-off times of pulses 
in a Single band pulse method. For example, as shown in 
FIG. 14, in the multi-band pulse method using two bands, 
the gating logic 772 generates two pulse signals. D0 and D1. 
0077. The I channel phase modulator 773 and the Q 
channel phase modulator 774 receive the envelope signal 
COS generated by the consecutive envelope generator 771, 
the binary Signals. D0 and D1 generated by the gating logic 
772, and a baseband transmission data Signal output from the 
modulator 520, respectively, and output envelope wave 
forms phase-modulated according to logic values of the 
baseband transmission data signal. Here, the baseband trans 
mission data Signal includes a binary non return-to-Zero 
(NRZ) or ternary data signal. For example, when a logic 
value of the baseband transmission data Signal is 1 and a 
frequency band to be output is a first band, a signal 
D0xcos(cot) is output (here, () is an angular frequency of an 
envelope waveform), and when the logic value of the 
baseband transmission data Signal is 0, a signal -D0x 
cos(cot) is output. 
0078 FIG. 13 is a circuit diagram of an embodiment of 
a phase modulator circuit of the pulse Signal generator 770 
of FIG. 12. The circuit diagram shown in FIG. 13 is realized 
to be Suited to the multi-band pulse method using two bands, 
and can also be applied to cases where more bands are used. 
0079 Referring to FIG. 13, the binary signals D0 and D1 
output from the gating logic 772 are input to the gates of 
NMOS transistors M5 and M6, respectively. The envelope 
Signal COS generated by the consecutive envelope generator 
771 is input to the gates of NMOS transistors M1, M2, M3, 
and M4 in a differential Signal pattern, respectively. That is, 
the envelope signal COS is input to the gates of the NMOS 
transistors M1 and M2 configured as a differential amplifier 
in the differential Signal pattern, respectively. Likewise, the 
envelope signal COS is input to the gates of the NMOS 
transistors M3 and M4 configured as a differential amplifier, 
which are located side by side with the NMOS transistors 
M1 and M2, in the differential signal pattern, respectively. 
The Source of the NMOS transistor M1 and the Source of the 
NMOS transistor M2 are connected to the drain and the 
Source of the NMOS transistor M5, respectively. Likewise, 
the Source of the NMOS transistor M3 and the Source of the 
NMOS transistor M3 are connected to the drain and the 
Source of the NMOS transistor M6, respectively. 
0080 FIG. 14 is a waveform diagram illustrating signal 
waveforms input to the phase modulator circuit of FIG. 13. 
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0081 Referring to a phase-modulated pulse signal output 
from the phase modulator circuit shown in FIG. 14, when a 
logic value of the binary Signal D0 output from the gating 
logic 772 is 1, a pulse Signal in which a center frequency is 
a first frequency is output, and when a logic value of the 
binary Signal D1 output from the gating logic 772 is 1, a 
pulse signal in which a center frequency is a Second fre 
quency is output. At this time, an envelope of the output 
pulse signal has a cosine wave pattern. 

0082 FIG. 15 illustrates a power spectrum of the phase 
modulated pulse signal illustrated in FIG. 14. 
0083) Referring to FIG. 15, the first frequency, which is 
the center frequency of the pulse signal according to the 
binary signal D0, is around 2 GHz, and the second fre 
quency, which is the center frequency of the pulse signal 
according to the binary signal D1, is around 2.5 GHz. In the 
whole, the spectrum of a transmission wave shows UWB 
characteristics in the multi-band pulse method. 
0084 FIG. 16 is a block diagram illustrating an appli 
cation of a UWB transceiver 813 according to another 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0085) Referring to FIG.16, the UWB transceiver 813 can 
be connected to an antenna 803 and an integrated digital 
modem 820. Besides the UWB transceiver 813, other trans 
ceivers, i.e., a cellular transceiver 811 and a wireless LAN 
(WLAN) transceiver 812, also are connected to the inte 
grated digital modem 820. Antennas 801 and 802 are con 
nected to the cellular transceiver 811 and the WLAN trans 
ceiver 812, respectively. The integrated digital modem 820 
connected to several transceivers including the UWB trans 
ceiver 813 can perform data communication with an inte 
grated media access controller (MAC) 830, and the inte 
grated MAC 830 can perform data communication with a 
host or a user interface. 

0086 As described above, according to embodiments of 
the present invention, pulse waveforms Suitable for various 
methods, such as a single band DS-CDMA method, a 
multi-band pulse method, and a multi-band FH-OFDM 
method, can be generated by controlling a plurality of 
parameters, e.g., period, width, and waveform, of a pulse 
Signal generator. Accordingly, UWB communication using 
various methods can be performed using one transceiver. 
Also, all of elements of the transceiver can be realized using 
low voltage CMOS or SiGe circuits. Accordingly, a highly 
integrated, low Voltage, and low price UWB transceiver can 
be easily realized. Furthermore, a very fast frequency hop 
ping characteristic having a carrier frequency transition time 
of below 1 ns can be obtained by using a multiplier array and 
a quadrature frequency Synthesizer included in the pulse 
Signal generator, performance degradation due to interfer 
ence with a narrow band wireleSS communication System 
can be prevented by Selectively removing certain frequency 
bands, and it is possible to actively cope with a regulation 
change of a UWB frequency. 

0087 While this invention has been particularly shown 
and described with reference to preferred embodiments 
thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that 
various changes in form and details may be made therein 
without departing from the Spirit and Scope of the invention 
as defined by the appended claims. The preferred embodi 
ments should be considered in descriptive Sense only and not 
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for purposes of limitation. Therefore, the Scope of the 
invention is defined not by the detailed description of the 
invention but by the appended claims, and all differences 
within the Scope will be construed as being included in the 
present invention. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A pulse Signal generator for ultra-wideband transcep 
tion comprising: 

an envelope generator generating a plurality of envelope 
Signals; 

a local oscillator array composed of a plurality of high 
frequency oscillators, each outputting two oscillation 
Signals having a phase difference from each other, 

a multiplier array receiving the envelope Signals and the 
oscillation Signals and outputting Signals obtained by 
respectively multiplying the envelope Signals by the 
oscillation Signals, and 

an I channel adder and a Q channel adder outputting an I 
channel pulse Signal and a Q channel pulse Signal by 
adding output Signals having the same phase compo 
nents among the Signals output from the multiplier 
array, respectively. 

2. The pulse Signal generator of claim 1, wherein at least 
one of the envelope Signals comprises at least one envelope 
waveform having a predetermined pattern in a predeter 
mined time period. 

3. The pulse signal generator of claim 1, wherein the 
number of envelope Signals is the same as the number of 
bands to be used. 

4. The pulse signal generator of claim 1, wherein the local 
oscillator array is composed of a PLL type frequency 
Synthesizer array including a plurality of Voltage control 
oscillators and frequency demultipliers. 

5. The pulse signal generator of claim 4, wherein the 
frequency Synthesizer array outputs at least two carriers 
having predetermined frequency Separation, and the fre 
quency Separation between adjacent carriers is over hun 
dreds MHZ. 

6. The pulse signal generator of claim 1, wherein the 
multiplier array comprises multipliers, which have similar 
electrical characteristics, corresponding to two times the 
number of bands to be used. 

7. The pulse Signal generator of claim 1, further compris 
Ing: 

a first buffer and a second buffer transmitting both of the 
I channel pulse signal output from the I channel adder 
and the Q channel pulse signal output from the Q 
channel adder to a transmission line and a reception 
line, respectively. 

8. A pulse Signal generator comprising: 
a gating logic generating a signal for informing of a 

generation time of a pulse to be made in response to a 
delayed clock Signal; 

an envelope generator generating a plurality of envelope 
Signals corresponding to the Signal output from the 
gating logic, 

a phase modulator receiving a baseband transmission data 
Signal transmitted through a transmission line, the 
Signal output from the gating logic, and the envelope 
Signals generated by the envelope generator and out 
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putting phase modulated envelope waveforms to cor 
respond to logic values of the baseband transmission 
data Signal; 

a local oscillator array composed of at least two oscilla 
tors outputting oscillation Signals of trigonometric 
function waves having predetermined frequencies, 

a multiplier array receiving the envelope waveforms 
output from the phase modulator and the oscillation 
Signals output from the local oscillator array; and 

an I channel adder and a Q channel adder outputting an I 
channel pulse Signal and a Q channel pulse Signal by 
adding output Signals having the same phase compo 
nents among the Signals output from the multiplier 
array, respectively. 

9. An ultra-wideband (UWB) transceiver comprising: 
a clock generator generating a clock Signal; 

a variable time delayer receiving the clock signal output 
from the clock generator and outputting time-delayed 
Signals delayed by integer times a predetermined time; 

an envelope generator generating a plurality of envelope 
Signals repeating in a predetermined time period 
according to the time-delayed Signals output from the 
Variable time delayer; 

a local oscillator array composed of a plurality of high 
frequency oscillators, each outputting two oscillation 
Signals having a 90° phase difference from each other; 

a multiplier array receiving the envelope Signals and the 
Oscillation Signals and outputting Signals obtained by 
respectively multiplying the envelope Signals by the 
Oscillation Signals, 

an I channel adder and a Q channel adder outputting an I 
channel pulse Signal and a Q channel pulse Signal by 
adding output Signals having the same phase compo 
nents among the Signals output from the multiplier 
array, respectively; 

an I channel transmission mixer and a Q channel trans 
mission mixer mixing a baseband transmission data 
Signal and the pulse Signals output from the I channel 
adder and Q channel adder, respectively; and 

an I channel quadrature mixer and a Q channel quadrature 
mixer receiving a reception Signal received via an 
antenna and the pulse Signals output from the I channel 
adder and Q channel adder, respectively, and outputting 
baseband Signals. 

10. The UWB transceiver of claim 9, further comprising: 

a decoder decoding baseband data Stream data; 

a modulator modulating the Signal out from the decoder; 
and 

a baseband analog converting the Signals out from the 
modulator to a baseband analog Signal and transmitting 
the converted baseband analog signals to the I channel 
transmission mixer and the Q channel transmission 
mixer. 
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11. The UWB transceiver of claim 10, wherein the base 
band analog comprises: 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) converting the Sig 
nals out from the modulator to Signals having an analog 
pattern; 

a low pass filter (LPF) outputting signals obtained by 
filtering Signals having predetermined bands from the 
Signals output from the DAC, and 

an amplifier amplifying levels of the Signals output from 
the LPF up to a predetermined level and outputting the 
amplified Signals. 

12. The UWB transceiver of claim 9, further comprising: 
a receiver baseband analog generating digital reception 

Signals by processing the Signals output from the I 
channel quadrature mixer and the Q channel quadrature 
mixer. 

13. The UWB transceiver of claim 12, wherein the 
receiver baseband analog comprises: 

a LPF outputting Signals obtained by filtering Signals 
having predetermined bands from the Signals output 
from the I channel quadrature mixer and the Q channel 
quadrature mixer, 

an amplifier amplifying levels of the Signals output from 
the LPF up to a predetermined level and outputting the 
amplified Signals, 

an integrator accumulating the Signals output from the 
amplifier for a time interval determined by a reset 
Signal; and 

an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) converting the Sig 
nal output from the integrator to a digital Signal and 
outputting the converted digital Signal. 

14. An ultra-wideband (UWB) transceiver comprising: 
a clock generator generating a clock signal; 
a variable time delayer receiving the clock signal output 
from the clock generator and outputting time-delayed 
Signals delayed by integer times a predetermined time; 

a gating logic generating Signals for informing of genera 
tion times of pulses to be made in response to the 
time-delayed signals output from the variable time 
delayer; 
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an envelope generator generating a plurality of envelope 
Signals corresponding to the Signals generated by the 
gating logic, 

a phase modulator receiving a baseband transmission data 
Signal transmitted through a transmission line, the 
Signals output from the gating logic, and the envelope 
Signals generated by the envelope generator and out 
putting phase modulated envelope waveforms to cor 
respond to logic values of the baseband transmission 
data Signal; 

a local oscillator array composed of at least two oscilla 
tors outputting oscillation Signals of trigonometric 
function waves having predetermined frequencies, 

a multiplier array receiving the envelope waveforms 
output from the phase modulator and the oscillation 
Signals output from the local oscillator array, 

an I channel adder and a Q channel adder outputting an I 
channel pulse Signal and a Q channel pulse Signal by 
adding output Signals having the same phase compo 
nents among the Signals output from the multiplier 
array, respectively; 

a transmission line encoding and modulating the baseband 
transmission data Signal and transmitting the encoded 
and modulated baseband transmission data Signal to the 
phase modulator; and 

an I channel quadrature mixer and a Q channel quadrature 
mixer receiving a reception Signal received via an 
antenna and the pulse Signals output from the I channel 
adder and Q channel adder, respectively, and outputting 
baseband Signals. 

15. The UWB transceiver of claim 14, wherein the 
variable time delayer comprises: 

a phase lag loop outputting a plurality of Signals delayed 
by integer times the clock Signal output from the clock 
generator, and 

a clock multiplexer Selecting Some of the Signals output 
from the phase lag loop. 


